A dusty plasma device recently described in the literature has been utilized to study experimentally the charging of dust grains by the surrounding plasma. By varying the ratio d/A D between the intergrain distance and the plasma Debye length, the effects predicted by Goertz and Ip (1984) , and subsequently reanalyzed in a more general fashion by Whipple et al. (1985), when "isolated" dust grains become "closely packed" grains have been demonstrated experimentally.
to be expected when dust grains are placed close to each other, i.e., when the average distance of a grain from its nearest neighbor, d, becomes comparable to or smaller than the plasma Debye length Az). These effects have been analyzed by Goertz [ 1989] , who considered the situation of a plasma with a series of 10 equally spaced infinite plane sheets of dust grains embedded in it. This "onedimensional" configuration, while unrealistic, serves to illustrate the effects of placing dust grains close to one another, d •< Az). One of these effects is that the average charge on each grain is reduced relative to the situation in which the grains are well separated, d >> This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief discussion of the charging mechanisms of dust grains and of the effects expected [Goertz and Ip, 1984; Whipple et al., 1985; Goertz, 1989] when the dust density is large (d Az)). Section 3 contains a description of the dusty plasma device (DPD) of Xu et al. [ 1992] and of the diagnostics which were used. Section 4 describes the experimental results, with emphasis on the situation prevailing when d Section 5 presents the conclusions.
CHARGING OF DUST GRAINS
Charging of dust grains may be due to the collection of ions and electrons from the surrounding plasma, photoelectron emission by UV radiation, ion sputtering, emission of secondary electrons, etc.
When collection of ions and electrons is the dominant charging mechanism, the situation of a dust grain is similar to that of an electrically floating Langmuir probe in a laboratory plasma. The charge Q on the dust grain changes according to
dt where I i and I e are the ion and electron currents, respectively, to the grain. The charge Q is related to the surface potential V s by Q=CVs
where C is the capacitance of the dust grain, which, for an assumed spherical grain of radius a, is given by C = 4rr • oa.
The latter expression for the capacitance is valid when the grain radius a is much smaller than the Debye length Ao of the ambient plasma. A spherical shape, of course, is not the where T e is the electron temperature; K and e are Boltzmann's constant and the electronic charge, respectively; and a is a constant which depends on the ratio of the ion to electron mass [Spitzer, 1978] . For an electron-proton plasma, a • 2.5, whereas for an electron-K + plasma, a • 4.
Equations ( [ 1987] have shown that the charge Q and the potential U depend only on the parameter P = aNT/no, where T is the plasma temperature in electron volts, a is the grain radius in meters, and N and n0 •e the dust and plasma densities, respectively. Figure 5 of the review paper by Goertz [1989] shows that when P is small, U approaches the isolated grain value of -2.5(•Te/e) for an electron-proton plasma. If P is increased by either increasing the dust density N or decreasing the plasma density n0, the magnitude of the average charge on the grains (• U) is reduced by collective electrostatic effects. It will become apparent in section 4 that this expected variation of Q as one moves from the regime of isolated grains to that of "close neighbors" is borne out by our expefiment• results. that the choice might matter. It is worth pointing out that some complications may arise in any case from the facts that (1) the dust grains have generally a broad size distribution and (2) most dust grains have a shape that is far from the spherical shape generally assumed in the theoretical works.
The analysis of Goertz and

DUSTY PLASMA DEVICE AND DIAGNOSTICS
A schematic diagram of the dusty plasma device (DPD) is shown in Figure 1 . A magnetically confined, --•4-cmdiameter and --•80-cm-long plasma column is produced in a Q machine [e.g., Motley, 1975 ] by ionization of potassium atoms (from an atomic beam oven) on a hot (--•2500 K) tantalum surface. The plasma column is surrounded over a length of 30 cm by a metallic cylinder ("drum") coaxial with the plasma. On the inside the drum is provided with "slots" into which dust is poured before the vacuum vessel of the Q machine is pumped out. An external motor can rotate the drum around its own axis with a rotation rate that is continuously variable up to 180 rpm. The rotation of the drum provides a continuous "rain" of dust through the plasma column, the amount of dust in the plasma depending, for a given initial loading of the slots, on the rate of rotation.
We have used three different types of dust, namely, aluminum oxide (A1203) with nominal grain sizes of 0.01 and 0.3 /zm and kaolin (hydrated aluminum silicate, A12Si207n(H20)) with sizes greater than or equivalent to several microns. These dust sizes, incidentally, each fall within one of the three main groups of atmospheric nucleation centers (Aitken nuclei, large nuclei, and giant nuclei) discussed, for example, by Mason [1975] . The main diagnostic tool of the dusty plasma consists of a Langmuir probe movable along the axis of the plasma column (see Figure 1) and made of a tantalum disk 0.5 cm in diameter, oriented normally to the magnetic field. By using the Langmuir probe in essentially the same manner as done previously [Song et al., 1989] in plasmas with appreciable fractions of negative ions, it is possible to determine how the negative charge in the plasma is divided between free electrons and negatively charged dust grains. Figure 2 shows Langmuir characteristics obtained under the same conditions except for the absence/presence of kaolin dust. When the dust is present, the negative saturation current J_ (dust) to a positively biased probe is smaller than the current measured without dust, J_ (no dust). This is a consequence of the fact that electrons which attach to dust grains of extremely low mobility are not collected by the probe.
Let n+0 = n eo be the plasma density when no dust is present and n + and rt e the positive ion and (free) electron densities, respectively, in the presence of dust. If N is the number of dust grains per unit volume and Q the average charge on the grains, the condition of charge neutrality reads en+ =ene + QN. A more interesting type of result is the variation of r/with the plasma density ne0. This was briefly discussed by Xu et al. [1992] and is presented in more detail in the next section.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we show the measured variation of r/, the fraction of negative charge per unit volume which resides on free electrons, with the plasma density n e0' The r/versus n e0 curves in Figures 3a, 4a , and 5a were taken by varying neo at constant dust density in the plasma, i.e., at fixed rotation rate r of the drum for a given initial dust loading of the slots.
They allow us to construct, using (10), curves of QN/e versus n eo, indicating how the average charge on the dust grains varies with plasma density. It is interesting also to estimate the parameter P = Na T/nee discussed by Goertz [1989] . With N • 10 2 cm -3 a • 10 -5 m, T = 0.1 eV, and nee • 10 6 cm -3 we find P = 2 x 10-le. This is within the range of P for which [see Goertz, 1989 
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